WARNING

Read and follow all warning notices and instructions that accompany this product. Failure to follow warning notices and instructions may
result in property damage, or personal injury. Improper installation and/or operation will void the warranty.
The Zodiac SpaWand operate by drawing in debris and water as you pull the handle. When you push the handle in, the water flows out and
the dirt, silt and debris are trapped inside the filter.
You must first prime the SpaWand by submerging the nozzle in your spa or pool and pumping the handle in and out several times. This
action removes any air trapped in the SpaWand.
The SpaWand comes with two different nozzles that have three specific uses. The Dual Purpose Nozzle fits directly onto the SpaWand EndCap Base and flips to become either a narrow or bell end. The Wide Sweep Nozzle fits over the narrow end of the Dual Purpose Nozzle.

Dual Purpose Nozzle, Narrow End
A. To remove rocks and large debris
from the spa bottom, point the narrow
end of the Dual Purpose Nozzle
near the debris and then pull out
the handle.

Dual Purpose Nozzle, Bell End
B. To remove floating debris, position
the bell end of the Dual Purpose Nozzle
over the debris. Sink it below the
surface of the water and pull out
the handle.

Wide Sweep Nozzle
C. To remove dirt and silt from the spa
bottom, position the Wide Sweep Nozzle
in front of the dirt, with the handle
pushed in. Sweep the nozzle forward
while pulling out the handle.

Caution: In order to avoid potential damage to the spa surface, do not scrape SpaWand nozzles against acrylic spas.
To clean the filter:
1. Rotate the End-Cap Assembly until
arrows appear in the wide openings
of the End-Cap Base.

filter screen out of the End-Cap Base.
3. Grasp the black band at the base of the
screen. Do not grasp the filter screen.
Gently rotate the End-Cap Assembly
toward you (about 1/8 turn) until you feel
it stop.
4. Remove the filter screen from the End-

2. Gently pull the End-Cap. Assembly and

End-Cap Base
End-Cap Assembly

screen onto the assembly and gently
rotate the assembly away from you
(1/8 turn) until the filter screen locks
into place. Rinse out any fine silt and
flush any grit from the assembly.
6. Insert the filter, with End-Cap. Assembly,
back into the SpaWand End-Cap Base.
Line up the arrows on the End-Cap.
Assembly to appear in the wide openings
of the End-Cap Base. Rotate the End-Cap
Assembly until your hear a “click” and the
arrows are no longer visible.

Cap Assembly and shake out the debris.
5. Line up the notches on the inside of
the black band with the locking tabs on
the End-Cap Assembly; slide the filter
Zodiac SpaWand Limited Warranty

You have just purchased one of the finest spa and pool products made. The warranty runs for two years, from the date of invoicing to the first owner subject to the following terms and
conditions:
1. The Zodiac SpaWands are warranted to the original owner for two years from the date of purchase with proof of purchase.This warranty covers defects in materials and workmanship.
2. Parts returned under this warranty will be inspected. Damage which, in our judgment, occurred because of misuse, negligence, or accident is not covered by this warranty. This warranty
is void if the product has been altered or tampered with in any way, or if the serial number has been effaced, altered, or removed. Normal wear because of ordinary usage is not
covered under this warranty.
3. The SpaWand owner may send parts presumed defective directly to the retailer. If Zodiac agrees that the products are defective and covered by this warranty, Zodiac will repair or replace these.
If the SpaWand or parts thereof must be returned to our workshop, shipping costs will be borne by the user, workmanship costs will be covered by the dealer.
4. Immobilisation and deprivation of use of the device in the case of repairs will not be considered a cause for compensation.
5. Users will be responsible for any damage incurred during transportation. They should therefore ensure that the device is in perfect condition before accepting the delivery slip.
Our responsibility will not be engaged in this matter.
In any case, the retailer’s legal warranty will apply, as stipulated under article 4 of Decree n°78-464 dated 24th March 1978.
The legal warranty as stated under article 1641 of the French civil code will apply. THIS WARRANTY APPLIES SUBJECT TO THE ENFORCEMENT OF REGULATIONS NOT YET PUBLISHED
AT THE TIME OF DRAWING UP OF THE PRESENT CONDITIONS.
The surface of some vinyl liners featuring patterns may wear quickly and the designs may be erased when in contact with items such as brushes, toys, automatic chlorine dispensers,
fountains, rubber rings and automatic pool cleaners. Zodiac® will not be held responsible for such wear or scratches occurring on vinyl liners and these are not covered by the warranty.
This limited warranty is valid only FOR countries within the European Community. It does not apply to SpaWand products sold in other countries.
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